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Abstract

Purpose – The review aims to facilitate a broader understanding of platform opening and cooperation and
points out potential research directions for scholars.
Design/methodology/approach – This study searches Web of Science (WOS) database for relevant
literature published between 2010 and 2021 and selects 86 papers for this review. The selected literature is
categorized according to three dimensions: the strategic choice of platform opening and cooperation (before
opening), the construction of an open platform (during opening) and the impact of platform opening and
cooperation (after opening). Through comparative analysis, the authors identify research gaps and propose
four future research agendas.
Findings – The study finds that the current studies are fragmented, and a research system with a theoretical
foundation has not yet formed. In addition, with the development of platform operations, new topics such as
platform ecosystems and open platformgovernance have emerged. In short, there is an urgent need for scholars
to conduct exploratory research. To this end, the study proposes four future research agendas: strengthen basic
research on platform opening and cooperation, deeply explore the dynamic evolution and cutting-edge models
of platform opening and cooperation, analyze potential crises and impacts of platform openness and strengthen
research on open platform governance.
Originality/value – This is the first systematic review on platform opening and cooperation. Through
categorizing literature into three dimensions, this article clearly shows the research status and provides future
research avenues.
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1. Introduction
With the development of the mobile Internet, the platform has a significant impact on the
economy. Pricewaterhouse Coopers reports that various platforms will generate $335 billion
in revenue worldwide by 2025 (Federal Trade Commission, 2016). Following European
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Commission (2017), the online platform can be defined as a digital marketplace that enables
buyers and sellers to effectively search, match and trade through various Internet-connected
digital communication devices. Examples include e-commerce platforms (e.g. Amazon,
Alibaba) and ride-sharing platforms (e.g. Uber, Didi). By providing interactive media, the
platform not only creates value for different users but also obtains benefits.

In practice, many platforms have recently implemented opening and cooperation
strategies, which injects new impetus into the development of the platform. For instance, in
the e-commerce market, JD.com displays product sales links on Tiktok to expand the
potential market. Thus, users in Tiktok can directly enter the JD.com’s applet embedded in
Tiktok to purchase (Liu et al., 2021a). Similar cooperation also appears in the ride-sharing
platform. In 2014, Uber was already compatible with the local taxi platform in Seattle. In this
case, passengers can select multiple options (UberX, UberXL, Black Car, SUV and For Hire)
directly from the Uber app (Cohen and Zhang, 2017). In 2019, Didi allowed rivals such as
Dongfeng and Ruqi to access its own platform (Sohu News, 2019).

In academia, massive studies focus on operations in the monopoly platform and
competitive platform (Chou et al., 2012; Kung and Zhong, 2017; Armstrong, 2006; Bakos and
Halaburda, 2020). Nowadays, platform opening and cooperation have aroused the interest of
more scholars. Some studies point out the importance of platform opening and cooperation.
Van Alstyne et al. (2016) argue that platforms often fail because they do not optimize
openness: “If platforms are too closed, keeping potentially desirable participants out, network
effects stall; if they’re too open, there can be other value-destroying effects, such as poor
quality contributions or misbehavior of some participants that causes others to defect.”
Cooperation between the platform and other business entities can achieve awin-win situation
(Liu et al., 2021a). To this end, scholars’ attention to platform opening and cooperation has led
to a series of academic research, including platform compatibility, channel integration in
e-commerce market, the impact of platform opening and so on.

In summary, scholars have reached a consensus on the importance of platform opening and
cooperation research; however, scholars in various fields emphasize different concerns. For
example, scholars in the field of operation management and business pay attention to how to
achieve a win-win situation through cooperation (Fan et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2021). In contrast,
some studies in the field of information systems explore the possible impact and outcome of
platform opening (Ondrus et al., 2015; Wessel et al., 2017; Song et al., 2020). The difference in
terms (cooperation and opening) has led to a large number of relevant studies that have not
been inspired by each other. Therefore, it is very complicated to integrate different research
fields’ insights on platform opening and cooperation. However, it provides a great opportunity
to enhance our understanding of this platform operation trend and helps scholars clarify
research gaps and focus on more valuable research fields. Therefore, we are motivated to
conduct a systematic and comprehensive literature review of the platform opening and
cooperation. Based on the understanding of research topics, we also emphasize several key
areas for future research andmakedetailed suggestions for different research areas. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first literature review on platform cooperation and opening.

2. Methodology
When conducting a literature review, certain steps need to be followed to ensure the reliability
of the review results. The general method of reviewing the literature follows three steps: (1)
planning the review, (2) conducting the review and (3) reporting and disseminating (Tranfield
et al., 2003). The detailed process is summarized in Figure 1.

2.1 Planning the review
We form a review panel consisting of two researchers to avoid individual bias. The panel
agree on some original keywords for review: platform openness, platform opening, platform
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cooperation, platform co-opetition, channel open, channel cooperation, online channel
integration, online channel coordination and so on. Based on these keywords, the panel
develop an initial review document and conduct a preliminary search on several well-known
databases such as Web of Science (WOS), Wiley, Emerald, Taylor and Francis and Science
Direct. The search scope is limited to articles and reviews written in English, but does not
impose any restrictions on the publication date. Finally, the panel evaluate the relevance of
results by reviewing abstracts and adjusting keywords accordingly. After preliminary
search, we find that some keywords (such as online channel coordination.) do not accurately
capture the research topic, so the panel adjusts them. Since about 90% of the results ofWiley,
Emerald, Taylor and Francis and Science Direct overlappedwith those searched inWOS, and
WOS provided more results, the panel select WOS as the final review database.

In addition, we find that since 2010, the topic on platform opening and cooperation is
favored by top journals, such as Management Science and Journal of Management
Information Systems. Additionally, the number of research publications before 2010 is
limited; thus, the panel defines time span as 2010–2021. After conducting three preliminary
searches, validating the search results and adjusting the review document, the panel reach an
agreement on the document, as shown in Table 1. It is worth mentioning that this study does
not involve the review of technical research on platform opening, such as open software
design and compatible platform development. In other words, literature on the design and
development of open platforms is excluded.

2.2 Conducting the review
In this subsection, we show the details of conducting the review, including data/literature
collection, data cleansing and preparation, data analysis and data visualization.

2.2.1 Data/literature collection. In November 2021, the two members of the review panel
conducted independent formal searches based on the review document. We do not limit the
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journal so as not to omit some research work that has innovative ideas but has not been
published in high-level journals. The initial search result is 164 papers in the database. The
article selection process is illustrated in Figure 2.

2.2.2 Data cleansing and preparation. According to the screening criteria in Table 1, 71
papers are excluded and 84 papers are retained. For example, Niu et al. (2021) include
“platform” and “cooperation” in the title and abstract. However, they explore restaurant’s
strategic choice for platform logistics and self-operated logistics, which is not relevant to the
review topic of this study. After the independent screening, panel members had different
opinions on the judgment of the 9 papers. After reading the full text, two of them are included,
and the remaining 7 are excluded. For instance, Bahar et al. (2022) study the co-opetition
relationship between platforms and hotel service providers. However, after further reading,
we find that this research focuses on how hotel service providers deal with co-opetition with
the platform, so this paper is excluded. Finally, we select 86 papers consistent with the topic
as the basis for the review. Such a structured process and careful screening help in achieving
objectivity and reliability in this research (Hahn and K€uhnen, 2013).

Dimensions Contents

Keywords Platform openness, platform opening, platform cooperation, platform co-opetition, channel
open, channel cooperation, online channel integration

Search scope Title, keywords and abstract of the paper
Period 2010–2021
Inclusion
criteria

Platform open/cooperation strategies
Platform open/cooperation business model
Platform/channel integration and collaboration
Co-opetition between platforms and manufacturers/retailers

Exclusion
criteria

Open software design
Compatible platform development

Type of source Articles; reviews
Language English
Database WOS

Identify search results
using final review
protocol (n = 164)

Screen articles for 
inclusion/exclusion on 
basis of title, keywords,

and abstracts

Included (n = 84),
based on inclusion 
criteria in Table 1

Final paper pool
(n = 86)

Excluded (n = 71),
based on exclusion 
criteria in Table 1

Pending (n = 9)

Further check

Included (n = 2)

Excluded (n = 7)

Table 1.
Systematic review
document

Figure 2.
Article selection
process
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2.2.3 Data analysis and visualization.Tranfield et al. (2003) believe that the data analysis of
literature review can be divided into two parts: one is a full “descriptive analysis” of the field
using a simple or visual set of categories, and the other is a “thematic analysis” derived
through an aggregative or interpretative approach. The details of descriptive analysis and
thematic analysis are shown in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. In order to better sort out
the above-mentioned literature, we have collected information about article titles, journal
titles, authors, publication dates and abstracts. Additionally, through internal discussions,
panel members also record some additional information, such as research questions, research
methods and research objects.

2.3 Reporting and disseminating
After conducting a literature review, we aim to identify research gaps on this topic and
propose some potential research agendas based on practical and academic frontiers. For the
topic categories and research gaps that were sorted out, panel members should provide a
detailed audit trail back to the core contributions to justify and ground their conclusions.
Linking themes across the various core contributions wherever possible and highlighting
such links are important parts of the reporting process (Tranfield et al., 2003).

3. Descriptive analysis
As shown in Figure 3, two papers related to platform opening and cooperation topics are
published in 2010, including Boudreau (2010) published in Management Science and Lahiri
et al. (2010) published in the Journal of Management Information Systems. With the
innovation of platform operations, discussions on openness and cooperation have grown
rapidly in recent years. We find that the number of publications in 2020 and 2021 reached 50,
accounting for about 60% of the total publications. Therefore, platform opening and
cooperation are becoming a potential and attractive research topic.

We categorize journals in which the articles are published. It can be seen from Figure 4
that these journals involve different research fields, mainly including operations
management (45 papers), business (16 papers), economics (11 papers) and information
systems (10 papers). Among them, operation management journals account for more than
half, which involve e-commerce platforms (Liu et al., 2021a; Qin et al., 2020), two-sided
platforms (Zhu et al., 2021), luxury rental platforms (Feng, 2020) and so on. A few information
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system journals focus on similar objects, but mainly involve software compatibility (Geng
et al., 2021) and access to third-party platforms (Tan, 2020; Song et al., 2020).

Figure 5 shows the most active journals in this research field. We find that not only some
high-level journals such as Electronic Commerce Research and Applications, Transportation
Research Part E: Logistics and Transportation Review, Journal of Business Research,
International Journal of Production Economics and Industrial Marketing Management, but
also some top journals, such asManagement Science and Information Systems Research, also
favor the topic of platform opening and cooperation. It shows that this topic has become one
of the important research trends.

Figure 6 shows the research methodology used in this topic. We find that this topic
involves a variety of methods, which also reflects the flexibility and breadth of research on
this topic. Specifically, most scholars use mathematical models to focus on strategic or
operational decisions. Some researchers use empirical research to explore the impact of
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platform opening on company performance. In addition, some studies have tried to provide
theoretical support for platform opening and cooperation based on a single case or multiple
cases. Finally, a few scholars use descriptive analysis and literature review to explain the
concept and connotation of platform opening and cooperation.

In addition, we summarize the keywords of 86 articles, as shown in Figure 7. The most
frequent keywords are platform openness, e-commerce platform, digital platforms,
cooperation, two-sided platform, co-opetition, compatibility, supply chain, network,
platform sharing and so forth. These keywords reflect not only research topics such as
platform opening, co-opetition and cooperation, cooperation and compatibility but also
research objects such as e-commerce platforms, two-sided platforms and digital platforms,
which provide ideas for the following research direction.

4. Thematic analysis
In fact, 86 articles have involved a variety of research topics and methods. For the scientific
category literature, we review the full text of each article and record the motivation, problem,
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contribution, audience, timing, location and methods of the papers (Yoshioka et al., 2001). On
this basis, we identify three main research themes: the strategic choice of platform opening
and cooperation (i.e. before opening, 41 papers), the construction of an open platform (i.e.
during opening, 23 papers) and the impact of platform opening and cooperation (i.e. after
opening, 22 papers).

We further refine the subthemes, as shown in Figure 8. To be specific, the first and most
important theme is the strategic choice of platform opening and cooperation, and nearly half
of the studies have been developed around it. Researchers mainly focus on two types of
platforms: e-commerce platforms represented by Amazon.com, Tmall.com and JD.com, and
two-sided (matching) platforms represented by Uber, Didi and Airbnb. In addition, a few
studies analyze sharing platforms (Ren, 2020), luxury fashion rental platforms (Feng, 2020)
and so forth. Second, regarding the construction of an open platform, some scholars concern
the capabilities that the open platform should have, including driving factors and operating
modes; the remaining scholars pay attention to how the platform should work with other
members to achieve value co-creation through collaborative opening. Finally, the impact of
platform opening and cooperation has also been systematically investigated. Specifically,
platform opening and cooperation will not only change the decision-making and performance
of stakeholders but also affect non-economic indicators, such as innovation and customer
satisfaction.

It is worth noting that, in the process of sorting out themes, the above-mentioned themes
are not independent of each other, but are related. For example, some scholars discuss the
impact of platform opening and cooperation on stakeholders when exploring their strategic
choices (Huang and Jin, 2020; Liu et al., 2021a; Geng et al., 2021). Some scholars refer to
practical cases from e-commerce or two-sided platforms when investigating the
cooperation mechanism of platforms (Ritala et al., 2014; Hilbolling et al., 2020). In
summary, through the above framework, we have a general understanding of research on
platform opening and cooperation. Next, we will introduce the research progress of each
theme in detail.

Platform openness
and cooperation
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5. Detailed analysis of platform opening and cooperation
5.1 Strategic choice of platform opening and cooperation
There are 41 papers focusing on this topic, accounting for almost half of 86 papers. From the
perspective of research methods, mathematical analysis, more precisely, game theory is the
most popular method, followed by empirical analysis. From the perspective of research
objects, e-commerce platforms (22 papers) and two-sided platforms (12 papers) account for
the majority of total papers, and the remaining papers focused on other types of platforms or
do not specify the types of platforms (8 papers).

5.1.1 E-commerce platforms. In the research related to e-commerce platforms, most
scholars pay attention to channel integration. Some scholars capture the integration between
online platforms and offline channels, that is, omnichannel retailing, which refers to a
business model that provides a seamless shopping experience for customers through a
retailer’s coordination of both the platform and physical store channels (He et al., 2020, 2021;
Liu et al., 2020a; Huang and Jin, 2020; Zhang et al., 2021a). For example, He et al. (2020) explore
the impact of competition intensity on the buy-online-and-deliver-from-store (BODS)
strategy, which means that manufacturers sell products through both online and offline
channels, and hire offline retailers to deliver online orders from their warehouses. Similarly,
He et al. (2021) find that the ship-from-store option can provide time-sensitive consumers with
a quick logistics service and explore the conditions under which online retail platforms
benefit from this option. In addition, scholars take product returns into consideration. For
example, Huang and Jin (2020) capture the phenomenon of retailers setting up buy-online-
and-return-in-store (BORS) services.

Some scholars study the issue of channel opening between e-commerce platforms. As we
all know, e-commerce platforms have two operating modes: reselling and agency selling
(Abhishek et al., 2016). In fact, scholars have conducted extensive research on the competition
between the two modes (Hsiao and Chen, 2013; Abhishek et al., 2016; Tian et al., 2018).
However, in recent years, the phenomenon of hybrid retailing has begun to attract attention,
which refers to the integration of resources to expand the product lines between e-commerce
platforms with different operating modes (Li et al., 2019). For example, Fan et al. (2020) focus
on the agency mode platform (e.g. Tmall.com) allowing the reselling mode platform (e.g.
Suning.com) to establish flagship stores on its own platform. In contrast, Song et al. (2020)
explore the phenomenon that platforms that adopt the agency model are open to third-party
sellers who adopt the reselling model.

Additionally, a few scholars have explored the cooperation between e-commerce
platforms and non-e-commerce platforms. Liu et al. (2021a) focus on the cooperation
between e-commerce platforms and social service platforms such as Tiktok and Meiyou, and
analyze the influence of market power on their willingness to cooperate. Qin et al. (2020)
analyze the conditions for e-commerce platforms to share logistics systems with third-party
sellers.

5.1.2 Two-sided platforms. Two-sided platforms often have the attribute of network
externality. Specifically, through this intermediate connection, the utility of one group of
users (or agents) will be affected by that of another group of users (Zhu et al., 2021). Regarding
the opening and cooperation in two-sided platforms, the core of scholars’ concern is
compatibility, which refers to the co-opetition relationship formed after platform owner hosts
a rival’s application/software (Mantena and Saha, 2012; Maruyama and Zennyo, 2015; Lu
et al., 2019; Adner et al., 2020; Hagiu et al., 2020). Mantena and Saha (2012) investigate how
technological asymmetry affects themotivation for platform compatibility. Results show that
technological improvements on disadvantaged platforms will not significantly increase their
profits but will reduce the opportunities for cooperation. Lu et al. (2019) study the
compatibility strategy selection under the cross-platform cost borne by the customer and the
platform. Adner et al. (2020) take the compatibility between iPad and Kindle as an example,
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and explored the compatibility decision of platformswhen they generate profits through both
hardware sales and royalties from content sales. The research results show that the
establishment of one-way compatibility may be derived from their different profit foci.

There are also some studies that have captured personalized cooperation in two-sided
markets such as ride-hailing platforms. For example, regarding the phenomenon that taxi-
hailing platforms cooperate with car rental companies, Lin et al. (2021) find that when the
commission rate is high or the fixed payout ratio is low, cooperation can yield a win-win-win
outcome for the platform, customers and drivers. Inspired by the cooperation between
Meituan, a two-sided platform, and WeChat, a social media platform, Zhu et al. (2021)
investigates the two-sided platform’s scalable decisions on when to cooperate and how to
optimize the pricing and investment decisions.

5.1.3 Other platforms. In addition to e-commerce platforms and two-sided platforms, some
scholars pay attention to other types of platforms, such as industry platforms, operating
system platforms and luxury rental platforms (Tsai, 2018; Ren et al., 2020; Hagiu et al., 2020;
Feng et al., 2020). For instance, Tsai (2018) analyzes antecedent of industry platform
emergence and clarifies the suitable timing of increasing platform openness. Ren et al. (2020)
investigate the coordination between a manufacturer and rental sharing platform in the
context of recycling and non-recycling. Feng et al. (2020) study the impact of product sharing
platform on luxury fashion brands and reveal that the presence of a rental platform leads to
two simultaneous effects: a market expansion effect and a cannibalization effect.

5.2 Construction of open platform
In this research field, the path and the mode of platform opening are the core concerns. At
present, this topic involves 23 papers with various research methods, most of which are case
studies and empirical analysis, and a few are literature review and descriptive analysis. In
terms of research content, 8 papers explore the own opening of the platform, while 15 papers
focus on collaborative opening.

5.2.1 Platform’s own opening. Regarding the platform’s own opening, some researchers
have explored the drive and capabilities of opening. Through a case study, Abbate et al. (2019)
extract the methods that companies use open innovation digital platforms (OIDP) to
effectively explore, acquire, integrate and develop valuable knowledge. They point out that
OIDP is the “co-creator intermediaries” that define, develop and implement dedicated
processes, specific tools and appropriate services for supporting knowledge co-creation
activities. Broekhuizen et al. (2021) believe that platform openness results from a series of
decisions on how to open a platform are regarding (1) suppliers, (2) customers, (3)
complementary service providers, (4) product categories and (5) channels. On this basis, they
explore the drivers, dimensions and outcomes of platform openness. Abbate et al. (2021) put
forward the required capabilities of an open innovative digital platform through a literature
review. They develop a theoretical framework and advance propositions by underlining the
specific required dynamic capabilities: sensing, seizing, scanning, integrating and
transformative.

Some scholars identify the path and mechanism of platform opening. Karhu et al. (2018)
propose an exploitative and competitive platform strategy: platform forking, in which a
hostile firm, that is, a forker, bypasses the host’s controlling boundary resources and exploits
the platform’s shared resources, core and complements to create a competing platform
business. Zhu and Liu (2018) empirically analyze Amazon’s entry pattern into third-party
sellers’ product spaces. They find Amazon is more likely to target successful product spaces,
but is less likely to enter product spaces that require greater seller efforts to grow. Ma et al.
(2020) explore the coordination between optimal crowdsourcing contracting strategy and
reconfigurable process planning by a nesting genetic algorithm in an open manufacturing
platform.
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5.2.2 Collaborative opening between the platform and other members. In terms of
collaborative opening, some studies explore the interaction between platforms and
stakeholders in logistics, manufacturing and other industries. Through a qualitative
longitudinal (2005–2019) study of the global digital advertising ecosystem, Cozzolino et al.
(2021) describe three steps for manufacturers to respond to platform opening and entry: (1)
selective cooperation, (2) allied competition and (3) selective co-opetition. Liu et al. (2021b) use
the evolutionary game to explore the trend of cooperation between logistics platforms and
suppliers from the perspective of business ecology. Results show that the relationship between
the agency fee, empowerment cost and service price elasticity coefficient determines the
platform’s ultimate evolutionary stable strategy. By exploring Facebook’s integration of
Instagram, Li and Agarwal (2017) study the impact of platform integration on consumer
demand for the first-party application and the competing third-party application. They find
that the growth of Instagram’s user base has a positive spillover effect on big third-party
applications but a negative spillover effect on small third-party applications. Ma�ciulien_e and
Skar�zauskien_e (2016) adopt a social indices calculation methodology to study the collaborative
operation of 30 platforms in Lithuania. By setting up indicators such as the capacity for
creativity, capacity for aggregating knowledge and capacity for decision making, they assess
whether the collaboration platform has reached the goal of value co-creation.

There are also a few scholars using case studies to explore platform-based collaborative
innovation. Esposito De Falco et al. (2017) analyze a case from TIM OPEN. Conclusions
suggest that collaborative innovation based on digital platforms can reduce transaction
costs. Hilbolling et al. (2020) investigate how platform owners manage open innovation to
coordinate the development of diverse complementary products on their digital platform. Lee
et al. (2020) study the four cooperation practices from the cultural and creativity-driven over-
the-top (OTT) platform and reveal how co-innovative business ecosystems demonstrate
co-evolution through different structures and directions.

5.3 Impact of platform opening and cooperation
There are 22 papers published in this field. From the perspective of research methods,
empirical analysis, case studies and mathematical analysis are widely used. From the
perspective of research content, 12 papers focus on the economic impact of platform opening
and cooperation, and the remaining 10 papers focus on the impact on non-economic
indicators.

5.3.1 Impact on economic indicators. Some studies use game theory to analyze how
platform opening affects the economic decision-making (such as price and quantity decisions)
and performance of stakeholders. Zhang et al. (2021b) describe the value creation and value
appropriation of a B2B alliance in the implementation of cooperative advertising. They show
that there is an unequal win-win situation in the alliance as the platform has a “free-ride”
effect and always obtains more value from the manufacturer’s full support for national brand
advertising. Kong et al. (2020) analyze the effects of “buy online and pick up in store” on
prices, demand and profits under the scenario of consistent and inconsistent pricing between
online and offline channels, and explored whether the two cooperation mechanisms are
beneficial to the retailing platform. Xiang and Xu (2019) establish a closed-loop supply chain
consisting of a manufacturer, a retailer and a service platform, and explored the changes in
the profit and goodwill of supply chain members in the retailer payment scenario and the
manufacturer cost-sharing scenario, respectively. Gallino and Moreno (2014) investigate the
impact of “buy-online, pick-up-in-store” (BOPS) on sales, and explained two phenomena
caused by BOPS: cross-selling effect and channel-shift effect. Weber and Maier (2020)
conduct a large field survey to confirm the positive effects of both forms of cross-channel
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delivery (delivery from the online shop to the store vs. delivery from the store to consumers’
home) in reducing consumers’ propensity to research shop competitively.

5.3.2 Impact on non-economic indicators. Platform opening and cooperation will also have
an impact on non-economic indicators, such as innovation, market potential and
organizational networks. For example, Boudreau (2010) captures two methods of platform
opening – granting access versus devolving control – and analyzed their different impacts on
innovation. By developing a conceptual analysis framework, Menon et al. (2020) describe the
dimensions and subdimensions of platform openness, and thus explored the impact of
platform openness on end-users and suppliers in the long/short term. Ondrus et al. (2015)
explore how the openness of provider, technology and user levels will affect platform’s
market potential. To be specific, the provider level involves the strategic involvement of key
stakeholders that provide a platform. The technology level is concerned with the
interoperability of a platform across different technologies. The user level relates to what
extent a platform discriminates different segments of the customer base. Wei et al. (2019)
explore how customer solution providers leverage digital platform architectures and
particularly platform openness to exert control over complex organizational networks. By
managing platform openness of different subsystems accordingly, the solution providers can
achieve different control benefits, including ensuring module quality, increasing offering
variety, reducing dependence on module providers and facilitating resource sharing.

6. Future research
With the continuous development of the platform economy, there are still several research
directions that need to be enriched in the field of platform opening and cooperation, which
may generate valuable research findings. We first put forward some general research
challenges in this field. On this basis, we propose four potential research agendas.

6.1 General challenges of platform opening and cooperation research
First, current researchmainly focuses on several types of platformswhose features are easily
captured, such as e-commerce and ride-hailing platforms. The operational challenges of some
niche platforms, such as payment platforms (PayPal, Alipay), recruitment platforms (Kelly
Services, Indeed) and medical platforms (ZocDoc, OneMedical, Doctor On Demand), have not
been thoroughly explored (Rietveld and Schilling, 2021). For example, the payment platform
has transformed from a single payment function platform to a community-based platform,
integrating multiple functions such as taxi-hailing and other living payments. In the
meanwhile, some recruitment platforms develop the social module based on job search
information matching, allowing users to discuss the company and expose job salaries.

In addition, the researchers’ vision is limited to the current Internet giants, and has not
been extended to other industrial backgrounds. In other words, the opening of platforms in
other industries also needs the attention of scholars. For example, in the manufacturing
industry, Haier’s open platform COSMO-Plat plays an important role in promoting
cooperation among supply chain members, which is worthy of in-depth analysis (Liu et al.,
2020b). In the logistics industry, it is worth exploring how matching platforms, such as Full
Truck Alliance, expand aftermarket services to compete with existing service providers.
Furthermore, some navigation service platforms such as AutoNavi are integrating several
competing ride-hailing platforms (such as Didi) in China. However, whether this phenomenon
can improve consumer surplus has yet to be investigated.

Finally, the current researchmethods are limited, and a variety of methods should be used
to solve research problems. In terms of the case study, few researchers use the longitudinal
case study to reveal the driving mechanism of some empirical results, such as identifying the
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evolution path of the platform’s value co-creation. In terms of empirical analysis, scholars can
collect data samples from multiple countries to distinguish their platform opening and
cooperation mechanisms. As far as the mathematical model is concerned, dynamic system
theory and evolutionary games can be used to further analyze the evolution of platform
opening and cooperation.

6.2 Potential research agendas
The current research on platform opening and cooperation is still driven by practical
observation, which leads to fragmented topics in this field, and a rigorous research system
has not yet been formed. Therefore, future research should focus on basic research, such as
the connotation of platform opening (openness) and the path and mechanism of platform
cooperation. In addition, with the development of platform operations, new phenomena have
emerged, such as platform ecosystems and open platform governance. In summary, we
propose the following four potential research directions.

6.2.1 Basic research on platform opening and cooperation. The basic research on platform
opening and cooperation is worthy of attention. First, existing studies believe that opening
and cooperation have become the trend of platform development and provide massive
practical cases. However, the connotation of platform opening and cooperation is still not
clearly defined. For example, compared with traditional enterprises, what are the
characteristics of platform opening, and what are the motivations for platform
cooperation? Therefore, future research needs to explore the more precise concept of
platform opening and cooperation in multiple dimensions such as organization, technology
and operation based on data and cases. Second, future research can design the measurement
indicators of platform openness. Menon et al. (2020) put forward some dimensions for
platform openness evaluation, including (1) demand-side users (end users of the platform), (2)
supply-side users (app developers on the platform) and (3) platform providers and sponsors
(platform companies). However, the above research has not yet formed a complete and
executable evaluation system. Finally, due to the various types of platforms and cooperation
objects, it is necessary to classify typical cooperation structures (e.g. mixed retail, software
compatibility) to better capture the cooperation characteristics of different modes.

6.2.2 The dynamic evolution of platform opening and cooperation modes. At present, it is
only fragmented research based on practical observations, and the development dynamics of
platform opening and cooperation have not been taken into consideration. As mentioned in
Section 6.1, future research can use evolutionary games and longitudinal case studies to
identify the evolutionary path of platform opening and cooperation to provide clearer
management insights for platform development.

More importantly, we notice two frontier cooperation modes, which may generate some
interesting research opportunities. On the one hand, the platform is evolving toward an
ecosystem based on value co-creation. A platform ecosystem consists of a platform leader
that designs and governs the technical architecture. Furthermore, it also consists of different
groups of actors that interact on the platform: providers of complementary products and
services to the platform (i.e. complementors) and users. The purpose of such an ecosystem is
to enable joint value creation while guaranteeing effective value capturing for all
participating actors (Schmeiss et al., 2019). In this case, future research can focus on the
organization and operating mechanism of the platform ecosystem, including platform
transaction rules, platform transaction order and the access of providers and users. On the
other hand, cooperation between cross-type platforms is also a promising research direction.
For example, an aggregation model has emerged in China, which means that a platform with
Internet technology integrates the services of multiple third-party platforms. In Singapore,
Alipay has also integrated ride-hailing services from mainstream ride-hailing platform Grab
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and taxi company ComfortDelGro (Chinadaily, 2017). At present, a few scholars have noticed
this, such as the cooperation between the e-commerce platform and social platform (Liu et al.,
2021a), and the cooperation between the food delivery platform and social platform (Zhu et al.,
2021). Future research can use methods such as mathematical modeling and multiple case
studies to explore the driving and potential impact of the above phenomena.

6.2.3 Potential crisis and impact of platform opening. Scholars generally believe that the
opening and cooperation between platforms can bring mutual benefits to stakeholders. In
fact, continued opening leads to some monopolistic platforms, which have created many
scandals based on their dominant position in the ecosystem. For example, Google, Amazon,
Facebook andApple have been accused of abusing their market power to restrict competitors
from entering the market (Rietveld and Schilling, 2021). Therefore, we also encourage
scholars to study the potential crises that cooperation and opening bring to the platform
system, and whether it affects the long-term development of the platform. In addition, many
studies explore the conditions inwhich platforms can implement compatibility, but only a few
studies analyze the outcomes of cooperation or opening. An important reason for the limited
number of studies studying these outcomes and impacts lies in the dynamic nature of
changes to platform opening (temporal effects, path dependencies) that complicates the
establishment of cause-and-effect relationships.Most studies are therefore restricted to quasi-
experimental designs by linking platform changes to its openness with longitudinal data on
(performance) outcomes (Broekhuizen et al., 2021). Therefore, future research should take the
time dimension into consideration. By tracking changes in platform opening and cooperative
decision-making (e.g. channel availability, cooperation partners, service scope), scholars can
correlate them with the platform’s outcomes (user participation, user satisfaction,
market share).

6.2.4 Governance of open platforms. Platform governance requires addressing several
interdependent tensions, including the need to balance platform opening and control,
exerting influence over the quality and range of complements, managing simultaneous
collaboration and competition with complementors and creating ecosystem value while also
capturing some of that value (Rietveld and Schilling, 2021). Scholars can focus on clarifying
the responsibility and governance boundaries of the platform, and encourage platform
participants to create value through more accurate incentives (Schmeiss et al., 2019). To be
specific, they can set access standards based on value orientation to ensure that
complementary participants interact and create value. In fact, we also encourage
researchers to move away from isolated governance practices and explore their impact
from a holistic perspective. For example, how does a platform’s menu of governance practice
change over time? Do different platforms manage their complementors and users differently,
and if so, what is driving these differences? On this basis, will some new technologies, such as
blockchain, help improve the platform governance performance? In addition to designing an
open platform governance mechanism for platform owners, providing antitrust advice to
government departments is also a future research opportunity. For example, how can the
government prevent big data price discrimination by platforms against existing customers?
And how to effectively protect user data and privacy information?

In conclusion, in this section, we analyze the limitations of existing research and propose
four future research agendas, which we summarize as shown in Figure 9.

7. Conclusions
Platform economy is a hot topic in the field of operation management, but the research on
platform opening and cooperation is a topic that has just emerged in recent years. To this end,
we select 86 papers from 2010 to 2021 for a systematic review. We find that the above
literature can be divided into three major categories according to the process of platform
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opening and cooperation: the strategic choice of platform opening and cooperation (before
opening), the construction of an open platform (during opening) and the impact of platform
opening and cooperation (after opening).

On this basis, we further sort out several subthemes for each theme. We find that nearly
half of the studies focus on “the strategic choice of platform opening and cooperation.” In
contrast, the studies on “the construction of an open platform” and “the impact of platform
opening and cooperation” account for about a quarter, respectively. In addition, with the
development of platform operations, some new modes, such as platform ecosystems and
platform governance, have emerged. In short, there is an urgent need for scholars to conduct
exploratory research.

To this end, this review paper first puts forward some general recommendations, including
paying attention to diverse research cases and industry backgrounds, and usingmore research
methods. On this basis, we try to propose four research agendas for platform opening and
cooperation. First, strengthen basic research on platform opening and cooperation, including
the conceptualization of platform opening and cooperation, the design of open indicators and
analysis of typical structures of platform cooperation. Second, future scholars can deeply
explore the dynamic evolution of platform opening and cooperation modes. The operating
mechanism of the platform ecosystem and the cooperation between cross-type platforms are
also potential research opportunities. Third, the potential crisis and impact of platform opening
deserve in-depth analysis. It is suggested that future scholars take the time dimension into
consideration to better analyze the performance of platform opening. We also encourage
exploring the dark side of platform opening. Finally, it is recommended that future scholars
strengthen their research on the governance of open platforms.
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